
Fast clocks, model railroads, LED displays, and more

 Faster, Faster
Some model train enthusiasts like to run their trains like a real railroad with a dispatcher 

controlling movements, issuing train orders, and making sure the train stays on 

schedule. But, time runs differently for these trains, thanks to fast clocks. By Scott Sumner

in Python. For real-time/ real-speed opera-
tion, I also have a 1,000ms update rate. A 
keyboard shortcut will update the time object 
to reflect real-world time when the display is 
not in use as a “fast” clock.

Remote Displays
The next challenge to make it easy to see all 
around the layout. The main display of the 
clock is the Pi Zero’s HDMI output. For re-
mote displays, I drive seven-segment displays 
to create digital clocks that can be duplicated 
as needed. Each display only requires three 
(or sometimes four) wires between it and the 
previous display or Pi Zero.

The chip I use is called an MM5450 [2]. It’s 
a shift register with a few special features 
built in. So, what’s a shift register? Think of 
it as a row of seats in a movie theater with an 
usher at the row entrance. As you step into 
the row, the usher asks you to either sit 
down or remain standing. As more people 
enter, you keep moving down the row until 
everyone has a seat. Once the row is full, the 
usher tells everyone to sit or remain standing 
as instructed when they entered. That’s the 
same way a shift register manages its data.

A classic TTL shift register like the 
MM74HCT164 is only 8 bits wide, although 
there are also 16-bit versions available. It 
also operates at 5V. The MM5450 has 34 
outputs and also operates at 5V, but it in-
cludes a current limiter. This means LEDs 
can connect to it directly without discrete 
resistors. The 5450 can operate at 3.3V as 
well, so if that’s your project voltage, you 
are still in good shape!

I use four pins from the GPIO port to 
power and control the remote displays. Con-
veniently, they are all located next to each 

Because model railroad routes are 
much shorter than their real-life 
counterparts, it takes mere sec-
onds, or perhaps a minute or two 

at most, to get from place to place. One trick 
employed to make these trips seem longer is 
the use of specially designed fast clocks. By 
passing time faster, the clock shows that 
more time has elapsed, even if two locations 
are just inches apart.

The heart of my fast clock is a Pi Zero [1]. 
Although it’s rather trivial to retrieve the cur-
rent system time and display it, changing the 
update rate of the system time is not so triv-
ial. To circumvent this challenge, I use my 
own timer events set to 500ms (2x), 250ms 
(4x), or 125ms (8x) to update a time object 
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other (Figure 1). Pin 4 (board numbering) 
provides 5V directly from the Pi’s power 
input, pin 6 is ground, and pins 8 and 10 are 
the built-in UART, but here I use them as 
general-purpose outputs. Remember that odd 
pin numbers are closest to the main proces-
sor, and even numbers are closest to the 
upper edge of the board. This allows a four-
pin jumper to connect between the Pi Zero 
and my breadboard.

Although 3.3V is available from the Pi’s 
GPIO port, it can’t source much current. The 
5V pin on the GPIO port, however, has the 
entire source current available from the 
power supply (less what the Pi itself is 
using). Because I’m driving 28 LEDs, I used 
the 5V pin so more current is available.

To instruct the 5450 to light a series of 
LEDs, a bitstream is clocked into the chip 
one bit at a time. The 5450 has two inputs – 
data and clock. The data line provides the 
value high for 1 and low for 0. The clock 
line watches for a high-voltage level that 
says “read the data pin now.” First, a “start 
bit” is sent by setting the data line high 
(representing 1) and raising, then lowering 
the clock line. Then, the desired on/ off val-
ues of all 34 outputs is sent in the same 
manner, setting the data line appropriately 
each time. Finally, the clock is pulsed once 
more, and the bit pattern appears on the 
connected LEDs.

stop Bits anD the  
35th output
Although I refer to the last bit in the bit-
stream as a “stop bit,” it is actually a 35th 
output. In the MM5450, a data enable line 
appears on pin 23, which I hardwire to 
ground. The MM5451 is an identical chip, ex-
cept data enable has been replaced with a 
35th output.

Alternatively, data enable can be wired to 
a separate GPIO pin on the Pi Zero. If data 
enable is high, then the 5450 ignores all 
clock and data signals. That allows clock and 
data lines to be shared among many 
MM5450s and still be controlled individually.

3.3V VeRsus 5V
Even though the Pi Zero (and all Pi prod-
ucts) operate their GPIO at 3.3V, that’s 
enough to show a “high” level to the 5450 – 
even when it is operating at 5V. The 5450 
considers anything over 2.2V as high. If the 
5450 needed to send data back to the Zero, 
then the voltage would need to be lowered 
first. Otherwise, the GPIO on the Pi Zero 
would be damaged.

Figure 1: This diagram shows how all of the segments are wired to the 5450 and how the 5450 is 

wired to the Pi Zero. Note the variable resistor on the 5450 to control display brightness.

Figure 2: This is the display circuit on a breadboard, currently displaying 4s. The wiring partially 

obstructs the displays.
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pins. Common cathode wiring connects all of 
the ground sides together (Figure 4).

The MM5450 is known as a current sinking 
device because it either allows current to 
flow to ground or not. Because ground is 
being switched, this project requires a com-
mon anode display – all of the positive leads 
wired together.

CoDe WalkthRough
Imports (lines 1-4) of Listing 1 are how Py-
thon brings in external libraries. Here are the 
ones I use:
• pygame handles the graphics and key inputs 

on the Pi Zero.
• datetime handles all of the functions to store 

and manipulate the time of the fast clock.
• RPi.GPIO lets me access the physical GPIO 

pins on the Pi. The as gpio lets me access 
it later in Python with an easier name than 
typing RPi.GPIO every time.

• time has functions that measure and con-
trol the passing of real time.

The sevenSegment class (lines 6-36) represents 
the LED segments in the remote displays.

The __init__ function (lines 7-26) shows 
comments where I note the mapping be-
tween bits in a Python variable and segments 
in the seven-segment display. Line 16 initial-
izes a list to store bit patterns, then lines 
17-26 define the bit patterns needed to dis-
play each digit.

In the ledVal function (lines 28-35), the 
5450 is expecting a string of 34 bits to tell it 
what to display. ledVal takes a four-digit in-
teger and translates it into a very large (34-
bit) integer. This bit pattern represents the 
provided 4 digits in LED form.

Additionally, LED (line 29) is the integer 
that will store the result of the calculation. 
numString (line 30) is the provided number 
converted to a string. Line 31 sets up a loop 
to deal with each digit in the number indi-
vidually, and line 32 retrieves the single-digit 
bit pattern from self.digits.

Because the first seven-segment display is 
on 5450 outputs 1-7, the next is on outputs 
8-14, and so on. Line 33 shifts the retrieved 
bit pattern into the appropriate position so 
that it lines up with its associated display. 
Then, line 34 adds this to LED. When it’s all 
done, line 35 returns LED, which will be an 
integer that represents the required bits (dis-
crete LEDs) that will display those digits on 
the remote display.

The fiftyfourfifty class (lines 37-67) 
handles talking to the MM5450 LED driver 
chip via the GPIO port. Here, the __init__ 
function (lines 38-44) sets up the GPIO. Lines 

Each remote display requires four seven-
segment displays (seconds are not included 
on remote displays), one MM5450, and a 
board to wire it all together (Figure 2). 
Wires for ground, clock, and data connect 
to the Pi Zero. For power, you can either use 
a fourth wire to get power from the Zero or 
provide a local power source at each display 
(Figure 3).

This setup can be repeated at multiple loca-
tions wherever you want a remote display. 
Lines can “daisy chain” from the previous dis-
play or have their own run back to the Pi Zero.

Common anoDe VeRsus 
Common CathoDe
One of the “gotchas” of electronics is how 
components are wired inside of a chip or 
physical package. It is not practical to bring 
both the positive and negative leads of seven-
segment displays out to breadboard pins, so 
one side is wired together internally. Common 
anode wiring connects all of the positive sides 
together and brings them out to one or two 

Figure 3: On my breadboard, the displays are rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise, which 

makes a digital clock look like this.

Figure 4: The difference between common anode and common cathode wiring. Displays often 

come in both varieties and physical appearance is usually identical, with the only difference 

being the part number.
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39 and 40 take the function arguments clock 
and data and store them in their class equiv-
alents. Line 42 tells the gpio library that I 
will be using chip numbering to address the 
pins. Lines 43 and 44 set both clock and data 
pins to outputs.

The pulseClock function (lines 46-51) 
sets the clock GPIO pin low (line 47), waits 
1/ 100th of a second (line 48), sets the 
clock GPIO pin high (line 49), waits an-
other 1/ 100th of a second (line 50), and 
then returns the clock to low (line 51). This 
function will be called whenever a clock 
pulse is needed.

The startPulse function (lines 53-55) sets 
data high (line 54) and then calls self.pulse
Clock (line 55). This step will send a digital 1 
to the 5450.

Next, the set function (lines 57-67) sends 
a complete sequence to the 5450. It starts 
with a self.startPulse (line 58) and then 
loops over each bit in LED to send it to the 
5450 (line 59). The LED & 1 on line 60 com-
pares only the first bit of LED, which will ei-
ther be 0 or 1. Lines 61 and 63 set the data 
pin high or low appropriately. Finally, line 64 
shifts the contents of the LED variable one bit 
to the right. After pulsing the clock (line 66), 
the entire process repeats. Once the loop has 
sent all 34 bits of data to the 5450, self.pulse 
Clock (line 67) sends one more clock to load 
the data.

The clock class (lines 69-163) maintains 
the fast clock’s time, displays the clock on 
the Pi Zero’s screen, and tracks the update 
rate (how fast the fast clock runs).

The __init__ class (lines 70-82) copies the 
function parameters into class variables. 
Line 74 initializes self.dt as the current date 
and time from datetime.datetime.now. 
Line 75 creates a datetime.timedelta object 
containing one second. Then, timedelta ob-
jects can be added and subtracted from date
time objects as needed. Line 76 initializes 
self.mode to "REAL TIME", and line 77 sets 
self.tickTime to 1000 (milliseconds). This 
sets up the clock to run in real time (and at 
real speed) until adjusted otherwise.

Line 79 initializes the pygame.font module, 
then lines 80 and 81 create the fonts used to 
draw on the screen. The values 300 and 25 
are the size in pixels the font should draw 
onscreen. Finally, line 82 calls self.drawMode 
to display the current clock mode in the cor-
ner of the screen.

The tick function (lines 84-86) adds one 
second to the fast clock (line 85) and then re-
draws the screen (self.render). Next, the 
render function (lines 88-99) is responsible 

for drawing the clock on the screen when-
ever it gets updated. It also sends updated 
values to the remote displays.

Line 89 calls self.clockFont.render to 
create a PyGame surface with the current 
time. Line 91 clears the screen by filling it 
with black, then line 93 calculates the offset 
needed to center the clock on the screen. 
Next, self.screen.blit draws timeSurf onto 
the screen, and self.drawMode on line 95 dis-
plays the current clock speed in the corner of 
the display.

Line 97 sends the fast clock hour and min-
ute to the 5450 to be displayed on all of the 
remote displays. Finally, line 99 flips the dis-
play so all of the changes are visible on the 
Pi Zero’s monitor.

The drawMode function (lines 101-105) 
draws the current clock speed in the corner 
of the display. Line 102 erases the old mode 
on the screen by drawing a black rectangle 
over the corner. Line 103 renders the mode 
into the variable also called mode. Then, line 
104 blits the mode surface onto the screen. 
Line 105 flips the display so everything is dis-
played on screen.

The loop function (lines 107-163) is the 
main loop of the fast clock. Line 108 starts a 
PyGame timer to fire every self.tickTime 
milliseconds. Initially this will be 1,000 for 
real-time updates. Line 110 sets looping to 
True, then line 111 starts a loop watching for 
PyGame events (line 112). Line 113 calls 
self.tick every time the PyGame timer is 
fired.

Line 114 checks whether the PyGame event 
is a keypress. If so, one of the if/ elif blocks 
on lines 115-164 will handle it. If the key is 1, 
2, 4, 8, or 0, then the speed of the fast clock is 
changing. I’ll look at "1" (lines 115-119) for 
this example. Line 116 sets self.tick Time to 
the new update rate. Line 117 sets self.mode 
to the new clock mode. Finally, line 118 up-
dates the PyGame timer to run at the new up-
date rate, and line 119 calls self.drawMode so 
the new speed is shown onscreen. Lines 120 
through 139 work the same way with the dif-
ferent speeds.

Lines 140-145 handle the special case for 
real time. Line 141 updates self.dt – the fast 
clock’s current time – to the current system 
time (real time). Lines 146-163 adjust the 
hours, minutes, or seconds of the clock so 
that it can be set to any time. To add an hour, 
for example, a datetime.timedelta object is 
initialized holding 1 hour and adds it to 
self.dt (line 147). Then, self.render is 
called (line 148) to show the new value. The 
remainder of the function works the same 
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and display variables so the class can access 
them directly. Finally, clk.loop starts the 
clock running.

ConClusion
Fast clocks provide a way for model rail-
roaders to bring some realism to their lay-
outs. Here, I’ve explored how to control 
time a little bit by managing update rates 
separate from the system clock, and I 
looked at how to create a large external dis-
play. In my case, I displayed a clock, but the 
same principle can be expanded to create 
large numerical displays to show anything 
that my Pi can discover.  ● ● ●

way with different keys, adding/ subtracting 
hours, minutes, and seconds.

staRting eVeRything
So far, I’ve defined a number of functions 
and classes, but nothing has been told to do 
anything. That all happens on lines 165-173.

First, I define the clock and data pins (lines 
165 and 166). Then, I create an instance of 
the fiftyfourfifty class, passing in the 
clock and data pins (line 167). Line 168 cre-
ates an instance of sevenSegment.

Lines 170-171 initialize the PyGame dis-
play. Then, line 172 creates an instance of 
the fast clock, passing in the screen, chip, 

001  import pygame

002  import datetime

003  import RPi.GPIO as gpio

004  import time

005  

006  class sevenSegment:

007    def __init__ ( self ):

008      #64  middle

009      #32  lower right

010      #16  upper right

011      #8  top

012      #4  upper left

013      #2  lower left

014      #1  bottom

015  

016      self.digits = list()

017      self.digits.append ( 0b00111111 )           #Zero

018      self.digits.append ( 0b00110000 )           #One

019      self.digits.append ( 0b01011011 )           #Two

020      self.digits.append ( 0b01111001 )           #Three

021      self.digits.append ( 0b01110100 )           #Four

022      self.digits.append ( 0b01101101 )           #Five

023      self.digits.append ( 0b01101111 )           #Six

024      self.digits.append ( 0b00111000 )           #Seven

025      self.digits.append ( 0b01111111 )           #Eight

026      self.digits.append ( 0b01111101 )           #Nine

027  

028    def ledVal ( self , number ):

029      LED = 0

030      numString = str ( number )

031      for i in range ( 4 ):

032        digit = self.digits [ int ( numString [ i ] ) ]

033        digit <<= 7 * i

034        LED += digit

035      return LED

036  

037  class fiftyfourfifty:

038    def __init__ ( self , clock , data ):

039      self.clock = clock

040      self.data = data

041  

042      gpio.setmode(gpio.BCM)

043      gpio.setup ( clock , gpio.OUT )

044      gpio.setup ( data , gpio.OUT )

045  

046    def pulseClock ( self ):

047      gpio.output ( self.clock , False )

048      time.sleep ( .01 )

049      gpio.output ( self.clock , True )

050      time.sleep ( .01 )

051      gpio.output ( self.clock , False )

052  

053    def startPulse ( self ):

054      gpio.output ( self.data , True )

055      self.pulseClock()

056  

057    def set ( self , LED ):

058      self.startPulse()

059      for i in range ( 34 ):

060        if ( LED & 1 ) == 1:

061          gpio.output ( self.data , True )

062        else:

063          gpio.output ( self.data , False )

064        LED >>= 1

065  

066        self.pulseClock()

067      self.pulseClock()

068  

069  class clock:

070    def __init__ ( self , screen , chip , display ):

071      self.screen = screen

072      self.chip = chip

073      self.display = display

074      self.dt = datetime.datetime.now()

075      se lf.second = datetime.timedelta ( 0 , 1 )   
# One second interval

076      self.mode = "REAL TIME"

077      self.tickTime = 1000

078  

LISTING 1: Fast Clock Script

[1]  Pi Zero:  
https://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/ 
 products/  pi‑zero/

[2]  MM5450 datasheet:  
http://  www.  micrel.  com/  _PDF/ 
 mm5450.  pdf

INFO
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079      pygame.font.init()

080      self.clockFont = pygame.font.SysFont ( "" , 300 )

081      self.labelFont = pygame.font.SysFont ( "" , 25 )

082      self.drawMode()

083  

084    def tick ( self ):

085      self.dt += self.second

086      self.render()

087  

088    def render ( self ):

089      ti meSurf = self.clockFont.render (  
"{0:02d}:{1:02d}:{2:02d}".format (  
self.dt.hour , self.dt.minute , self.dt.second ) , 
True , ( 255 , 0 , 0 ) )

090  

091      self.screen.fill ( ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) )

092  

093      offset =  self.screen.get_width() /  
2  timeSurf.get_width() / 2

094      self.screen.blit ( timeSurf , ( offset , 100 ) )

095      self.drawMode()

096  

097      se lf.chip.set ( self.display.ledVal (  
"{0:02d}{1:02d}".format ( self.dt.hour ,  
self.dt.minute ) ) )

098  

099      pygame.display.flip()

100  

101    def drawMode ( self ):

102      pygame.draw.rect (  self.screen , ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ,  
( 0 , 450 , 100 , 30 ) , 0 )

103      mode =  self.labelFont.render (  
self.mode , True , ( 0 , 0 , 255 ) )

104      self.screen.blit ( mode , ( 0 , 450 ) )

105      pygame.display.flip()

106  

107    def loop ( self ):

108      py game.time.set_timer (  
pygame.USEREVENT , self.tickTime )

109  

110      looping = True

111      while looping:

112        for event in pygame.event.get():

113          if event.type == pygame.USEREVENT: self.tick()

114          if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:

115            if event.key == ord ( "1" ):

116              self.tickTime = 1000

117              self.mode = "1:1"

118              py game.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT ,  
self.tickTime )

119              self.drawMode()

120            elif event.key == ord ( "2" ):

121              self.tickTime = 500

122              self.mode = "2x"

123              py game.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT , 
self.tickTime )

124              self.drawMode()

125            elif event.key == ord ( "4" ):

126              self.tickTime = 250

127              self.mode = "4x"

128              py game.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT ,  
self.tickTime )

129              self.drawMode()

130            elif event.key == ord ( "8" ):

131              self.tickTime = 125

132              self.mode = "8x"

133              py game.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT , 
self.tickTime )

134              self.drawMode()

135            elif event.key == ord ( "0" ):

136              self.tickTime = 0

137              self.mode = "PAUSED"

138              py game.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT , 
self.tickTime )

139              self.drawMode()

140            elif event.key == ord ( "r" ):

141              self.dt = datetime.datetime.now()

142              self.tickTime = 1000

143              self.mode = "REAL TIME"

144              py game.time.set_timer ( pygame.USEREVENT , 
self.tickTime )

145              self.drawMode()

146            elif event.key == ord ( "q" ):

147              se lf.dt += datetime.timedelta (  
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 )

148              self.render()

149            elif event.key == ord ( "a" ):

150              se lf.dt = datetime.timedelta (  
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 )

151              self.render()

152            elif event.key == ord ( "w" ):

153              se lf.dt += datetime.timedelta (  
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 )

154              self.render()

155            elif event.key == ord ( "s" ):

156              se lf.dt = datetime.timedelta (  
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 )

157              self.render()

158            elif event.key == ord ( "e" ):

159              self.dt += datetime.timedelta ( 0 , 1 )

160              self.render()

161            elif event.key == ord ( "d" ):

162              self.dt = datetime.timedelta ( 0 , 1 )

163              self.render()

164  

165  clockPin = 14

166  dataPin = 15

167  chip = fiftyfourfifty ( clockPin , dataPin )

168  display = sevenSegment()

169  

170  pygame.display.init()

171  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 800 , 480 ) )

172  clk = clock ( screen , chip , display )

173  clk.loop()

LISTING 1: Fast Clock Script (Continued)
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